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Abstract. "fhe question of the occurrence of two-phonon bound states in imperfect
crystals is investigated. It is shown that the anharmonicity mediated two-phonon
bound state which is present in perfect crystals gets modified due to the presence of
impurities. Moreover, the possibility of the occurrence of a purely impurity mediated
two-phonon bound state is demonstrated. The bound state frequencies are calculated
using the simple Einstein oscillator model for the host phonons. The two-phonon
density of states for the imperfect crystal thus obtained has peaks at the combination
and difference frequencies of two host phoaaons besides the peaks at the bound state
frequencies. For a perfect crystal the theory predicts a single peak at the two-phonon
bound state frequency in conformity with experimental observations and other theoretical calculations. Experimental data on the two-phonon infrared absorption and
Raman scattering from mixed crystals of GAx-c Alc P and Get_c Sic are analysed
to provide evidence in support of impurity-mediated two-phonon bound states. The
relevance of the zero frequency (difference spectrum) peak to the central peak
observed in structural phase transitions, is conjectured;

Keywords. Two-phonon bound states; imperfect crystals; anharmonic crystals.
phonon-phonon interactions; combination modes.

1. Introduction
The existence o f a sharp p e a k in the t w o - p h o n o n R a m a n s p e c t r u m o f d i a m o n d a b o v e
twice the m a x i m u m single p h o n o n frequency; first observed by Krishnan (1946)
has subsequently been confirmed by Solin and R a m d a s (1970). This p e a k was interpreted by C o h e n and Ruvalds (1969) as a two-phonon b o u n d state b r o u g h t a b o u t
by the quartic a n h a r m o n i c interaction. Since then t w o - p h o n o n b o u n d states have
become a subject o f intense theoretical and experimental investigation. Ruvalds
a n d Zawadowski (1970) f r o m a Green's function calculation successfully demonstrated that t w o - p h o n o n resonant a n d b o u n d states could exist provided that the quartic
anharmonic coupling constant is large. They also suggested t h a t the effect of the
t w o - p h o n o n state could show up through interference in a single p h o n o n spectrum.
M a r a d u d i n (1971) solved for the two-phonon Green's function using the F r e d h o l m
method, in the presence o f b o t h the quartic and cubic a n h a r m o n i c interactions a n d
argued f r o m s y m m e t r y considerations that the cubic t e r m does n o t really contribute to
the b o u n d state for Bravais crystals. Using the Peierl's a p p r o x i m a t i o n for the
quartic a n h a r m o n i c coefficient he demonstrated that the strength o f the coupling
becomes too small to give a t w o - p h o n o n b o u n d state for germanium. On the contrary a similar calculation b y W u and Birman (1975) predicted the possibility for a
*This work is a part of the thesis to be submitted by one of the authors (SS) in partial fulfilment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy to Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, India.
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two-phonon bound state for both germanium and diamond. Pathak and Jindal
(1974) using the equation of motion method for the two-phonon Green's function
investigated the existence of such bound states in a linear chain for a finite ~vave
vector (q #0). Subsequently Jindal and Pathak (1977) succeeded in demonstrating
the existence of these bound states at high temperatures (lower than the melting
temperature) for rare gas crystals without taking recourse to the Peierl's approximation for the anharmonic interaction. Furthermore it was realised that phenomena associated with two-phonon bound states are more likely to be observed in
strongly anharmonic crystals such as ferroelectrics which display soft mode behaviour. Experimental evidence in support of this was obtained by Scott (1970) when
he demonstrated strong interference effects between one phonon states and twophonon states in AIPO 4. This experimental observation was theoretically supported
by the calculation of Zawadowski and Ruvalds (1970), who showed that the twophonon bound state appeared in the one-phonon absorption or scattering spectrum
as a second pole in the single phonon propagator. Thus the existence of twophonon bound states in perfect crystals is established beyond doubt.
Although much effort has been put into the study of two-phonon bound states
in perfect crystals, so far no attempt is made to study the same in an imperfect crystal.
It is well-known that if the imperfection happens to be substitutional impurities,
then these give rise to impurity modes such as local, gap, and resonant modes (Behera 1979). The presence of these impurity modes manifest themselves in a rich
structure which show up within as well as outside the allowed band of frequencies
of the host crystal's one-phonon infrared absorption and Raman scattering spectrum
(see Barker and Sievers 1975). In this paper we address ourselves to the following
questions: (i) How does the presence of these impurities affect the two-phonon
bound states brought about by the anharmonic interaction .9 (ii) Is it possible to have
an impurity-mediated two-phonon bound state? One can look for experimental
evidence in support of these questions in the two-phonon infrared absorption and
Raman scattering spectra of these imperfect crystals. We shall discuss some experimental results in the concluding section of this paper.
The organisation of the rest of the paper is as follows: In §2 we formulate the
problem, and write down the equations for the two-phonon Green's function which
is the prime quantity of interest. The decoupling procedure for the equations
of motion and the various approximations made will also be outlined. §3 is devoted
to solving these equations of motion. As a first attempt solutions will be obtained
with the simplest approximation so as to recover the results for the perfect crystal,
obtained earlier by other authors. The effect of the presence of the impurity atoms
on this bound state will be studied. Besides the possibility of the existence of a twophonon bound state in the limit of the anharmonic coupling constant going to
zero, will be discussed. Next a more detailed calculation will be carried through
to discuss the effect of the terms neglected in the first approximation. In §4 we
analyse these solutions, assuming the simple Einstein oscillator model for the vibration of the host crystal. This simple model calculation permits us to obtain analytic
expressions for the two-phonon bound state frequencies and the density of states.
Finally we conclude in §5 with an attempt to make contact with some experimental
data.
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2. Formulation of the problem
The model consists of a monoatomic cubic host crystal containing a small concentration of substitutional impurity atoms occupying random sites. The vibrations
of the host atoms will be considered as anharmonic, described by a quartic term
in the atomic displacements. The cubic anharmonic interactions will be neglected
in the present paper since as shown by Maradudin (1971) this does not contribute
to the two-phonon bound state. The impurity atoms are characterized by both
mass and force constant changes where the latter are treated within a separable
kernel approximation as discussed by Tripathi and Behera (1974). Thus the
Hamiltonian of the system in the second quantised notation can be written as
H = H o + H A + H I,

(1)

Ho =

(2)

~
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Where Ha is the phonon Hamiltonian for the perfect crystal in the harmonic approximation and /-/4 is the quartic anharmonic interaction and 1-11 is the perturbation
due to the introduction of impurities. The latter has two parts, the first part denotes the change in the kinetic energy because of the change in the impurity mass
( M 1) from that of the host mass (M) and the second part describes the change in
the potential energy due to the change in the nearest neighbour force constant.
The various quantities entering equation (2) to (4) are defined as
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where v(i)(k) is assumed to have the same form as u(O(k) following Tripathi and
Behera (1974). Finally, we use the Peierl's approximation (Maradudin 1971) for
the quartic anharmonic coupling V (ktkzkak~) and write it as

V (kak2k3k4) = (tOka tOk, ~k8 ~°k,)½C(kx' k~.,k 3, k4) A (kl -t- k2 + k3 q- k4); (9)
where the quantity C(kl, ks, k3, k4) will be further assumed to be a coupling constant 3, multiplied by the appropriate polarisation vectors which are normalized,
to have the same form as equation (7).
The quantity of interest in the theory of infrared absorption, Raman scattering
and neutron scattering by the two-phonon processes, is the Fourier transform of
the two time correlation functions of the type

<Akx (t) Ak,(t), Ak,~ (0) Ak, (0)>,
which can be evaluated from the corresponding two-phonon Green's function
(Zubarev 1960), defined as

Gktk,ksk, (t) = (,4k, (t)Ak2 (t); Aks (0) Ak, (0))
= --iO(t) <[Akl (OAk, (t), Ak, (0) Ak, (0)]>.

(10)

The Green's function G(t) can be calculated, from their equations of motion, which
necessitates the evaluation of the equation of motions for the phonon operators A(t)
and B(t), which are given by

• dAk(t)
--7
-- [dk, 1-1] = OJkBk --4A ~
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It can be easily seen that, the equation of motion for the Green's function Gkak,k3k,(t )
( ~ hereafter abbreviated as Gk~k.~(t) when written down using (11), will involve new
Green's functions of the type

balk' (t) ( - (Bk~ Ak, ; A(O)
GT,
k. A(O)))
and

Gklkl,
ab "t"), whose equations in turn will involve Gklk(t
bb ). Besides there will be

higher order Green's functions involving six-phonon operators coming from the
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anharmonic term in equation (1 lb), which will be accounted for only approximately
by adopting the following decoupling procedure:

(Aqa Aq2 Aqz Ak2 ; A(O)
k, A(O)
k, ) ~ 3Nqt aqx'-q' Gqsk" (t)
-~- 3Nk, 3k," _q, Gqzq. (t)
(Bka Aql hq. Aqa; A(°)
k.

(12a)

~' 3 q, 8qx,-qa Gkxq.(t)

-~ 3 3kt" -qt Gq, q (t)

(12b)

where
Nqa = (Aqx Aqx> = (2nqx -~- 1),

rig, being the Bose factor. It should be noted that (Bkl Aq~) =Sk~,_q. On eliminating
ba and G~kbk 2' one finally ends up with a set of two coupled
the Green's functions Gkakl
bb
equations for Gklk2 (~) and Gk~k,
(~), which are the fourier transforms of the
corresponding time-dependent quantities.

These integral equations are given by
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and the abbreviation i=--ki. Note that the harmonic normal mode frequencies coi
are renormalized to the frequencies G,, because of the quartic anharmonicity of the
host crystal, thus acquiring a temperature-dependent shift. This renormalization
of the frequencies appears through the decoupling of the higher order Green's functions given by equation (12). So far in deducing equations (13) and (14) the only
approximation made is that of equation (12). The presence of the impurity atoms
destroys the translational invariance of the crystal lattice, as a result (13) and (14)
involve the impurity coordinates. While solving these equations we shall take recourse to the configurational averaging (Tripathi and Behera 1974) of the impurities,
which will restore the translational invariance of the defect crystal and hence simplify
the calculations.
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3. Approximate solutions for the Green's function

It should be pointed out that even with the simplifying approximations, equations
(8) and (9) for the force constant change, and anharmonic kernels, equations (13)
and (14) cannot be solved exactly. In this section approximate solutions for Gzs (¢o)
will be obtained in a way, such that the two-phonon bound state information will be
preserved. As a first step it is easily seen that in the absence of impurities
(A=0, ~=0) equations (13) and (14) reduce to the simple form
GI,(o') = (81, -s 82, -4 + 81,-4 8,, -3) q]2 (co)
+ 2~r8 ~2(oJ) ~"(--1, -- 2) F (oJ),
where
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17"
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, : -- ~~,~
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) z - --~,D
4 ~ 7_,,]1"

(1~)

In writing down (15) for the host crystal, the Peierrs approximation (equations
(9) and (15d)) has been used. Because of this simplifying feature (15) can be easily
solved to yield
Gx~(o) = (81, -s 8~, _~ + 81, _~ 82, -s) ~'~ (<o)
+ 2~r80(1, 2) ~2(¢o) [.~0(oJ)]-x P'( -- 3,

m
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_,(),
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where

.~o(W)= l--~r8 ~ ~'(ql,q2)~q,q(W) IF( -- ql, -- q~,
qlq2

(18)

and

3o(1, 2) = 8 V( -- 1, --2).

(19)

Equations (15) to (18) are the same as those obtained by Pathak and Jindal (1974).
A similar result including cubic anharmonicity has been obtained by Maradudin
(1971). The former authors (Pathak and Jindal 1977) have further improved the
result, where they used the Fadeev method for the solution, for the case where the
Peierl's approximation is not applicable. The information about the two-phonon
bound state is obtained by equating the denominator .~o(CO)to zero. In the absence
of anharmonicity (3 = 0), ~ (oJ) simply gives the two-phonon combination spectra. These results will be further analysed in §4, where the Einstein model for the
host crystal is used to obtain analytical results. The rest of this section will be
devoted to obtaining approximate solutions for the defect Green's function.
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First approximate solution

In the case of the perfect crystal, the two-phonon bound state information is contained in the integral equation (15) for G12(to) which involves the quantity F(to),
where the summation is over both the indices of the Green's function. Hence as
a first approximation, (13) and (14) can be solved keeping only those terms which
are similar in structure to F(oJ). This amounts to dropping all the terms which
involve summation over only one of the two indices of the Green's function; as a
result the right hand side of (14) becomes free of Gbb(a,). Subsequently one can
substitute (14) in (13) and solve the integral equation thus obtained for Gxa (to). The
solution can again be written in the form
Gig(t°) = (3l, -a 82, -4 + 3i, -~ 32, -3) @iz(to) + 2~rA(I'
eft 2, ,..,)
X ~lg(to) U(--3, --4) [~ oJ)]-I ~-a-4(°~),

(20)

where the various quantities entering (20) are defined as follows:
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=

+
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I v( -- 1, -- 2) + 16a2u( -- 1, -- 2)

(0,3 _ 7o~ -- if, s)
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2 2o(0,) ,
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(34)

X2(to) = zr~ V(qxq2) (~qa (0,) ~r (--ql' --q2),

(35)

qxq~

Aeff(1,2, to)=64A2f,(l, 2,0,)[1G~z(o.,)]/c,.q12 (to),
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f4 (1, 2, to) = (~°l+xx) (~'°2+x~) [fs (1, 2, co)

(,,,~-z,i-~ ~)

+ 3. C (1, 2, 0,)f~ (1, 2, to) Di-1 (to) Xz (to)],
fa (1, 2, co) = U (--1, --2) + 64 ~-2fl (1, 2, 0,) Do 1 (0,) Xx to),

V (ql, q~) 1 G~xqz(0, ) U

Xx (to)=~

( - - q l , --q2),

(37)
(38)
(39)

qxqs

V(qx, q,)lG°qxqt(to)fs (ql, q~, co),

x ~ ( ,,, ) = ~

(40)

qxql
and c is the concentration of the impurity atoms.
An interesting feature of the solutions given by equations (23), (22) and (20) for the
two particle defect Green's functions, which is worth noting is that the W~z which
takes into account the force constant change is expressed in terms of @Iz, Wxz which
takes into account the anharmonicity as well as the force constant change is expressible in terms of ~ 2 and finally G12, which takes into account, the mass c h a n g e
together with the force constant change and the anharmonicity is expressed in terms
of ~1~-- Such a separability of the single-particle defect Green's functions in terms
of the various mass and force constant change parameters has been demonstrated
earlier by Devi and Behera (1978) and Behera and Devi (1979). This leads to the
conjecture that all higher order defect Green's functions can be expressed in a similar
manner. It is straightforward to check that in the absence of impurities (A=0,

=0)
Aeff = O, "eft = O, hence
W~z = c~la, C(1, 2, 0,) = CO(1, 2, to)
and

Serf = 3 ~'(--1, --2) so that (22) reduces to (15). On the other hand for an
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imperfect harmonic crystal (8 = 0), 8eft = 0, so that fqlz (to) = ~

f4(1, 2, to) =

(to), ~o~ = tot,

to~%
,..fa (1, 2, co),
(o,~ - - to~ - - to,.)

and the Green's function reduces to
Gx~(o.,) = 2q,',, (,,.,) + 2~%f r (1, 2, to)
x eh

(to) uc-~,-,~ -e -x (to) e_~, -3 (to),

where the 8-functions are suppressed.
also gets modified accordingly to

(41)

The impurity denominator equation (21)

.~(oJ) 15 = 0 = 1 -- Ir ~ ~eff(8 = O, qx, qg, to) U(ql, q2) ~qlq,
~ (to).

(42)

qxq2

The two-phonon bound state information for the imperfect anharmonic crystal can
be obtained from the zeros of .~(to) given by (21), and that for the harmonic crystal
from (42). The quantities ~eff(1, 2, to) and 8eft (1, 2, co) given by (36) and (33) respectively are the effective interactions which arise from the simultaneous presence of
anharmonicity and impurities; and describe the way one is affected by the other.
For a bound state to be present these effective interactions should be positive so
that the bound state frequency might lie above the two-phonon continuum. The
strengths of these effective interactions and the bound state frequencies will be
calculated in §4, using the simple Einstein model for the host phonons.
3.2

Improved solutions

The solutions for the defect Green's function given in §3.1 has been obtained with
the simplifying assumption of dropping all terms involving the sum over only one
of the indices of Gxa(o~) in (13) and (14). It is not at all clear how these neglected
terms might affect the two-phonon bound state. To investigate this point further,
(13) and (14) will be solved without taking recourse to the simplifying approximation of §3.1. However, keeping in mind the enormosity of such an involved calculation the impurities will be treated as simple mass defects without involving
changes in the nearest neighbour force constants (i.e. r = 0 ) . Thus all terms involving
r in (13) and (14) will be dropped. Even for this problem the resulting equations
cannot be exactly solved, since during the process of solution certain terms get
coupled as a result of which the integral equations cannot be solved. Hence, such
terms which cannot be decoupled will also be dropped. The approximate solution
thus obtained (after a lot of complicated algebra) which is an improvement over the
solution given by (20), can be cast into the following form.
Gx=(to) = 2 G(l~) -q- 2rr 8eft (1, 2, cO) Gl=(co)
× V"(1, 2) D-l(to) G ~ ),

(43)
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where the Green's function -r-(~°)
- ( l g ) entering (43) obeys the equation

G~ °) = Gl2(`o ) + ~ acff (1, 2, `o) G],(`o)
× U (I, 2,) [D(`o)]-I Gil (`o),

(44)

and

G~,(~o), D(oJ), D(~), aeff (1, 2, ~) and acff(1, 2, `o)
are given by
G~2(`o) = 1 G~2(a,) C(1, 2, `o) X(1, 2, `o) X(2, 1, to),

(45)

71"

D(o0 ---- 1 - - rr E

aeff (ql, q2, `o) U (ql, q~) Gqx q, (`o),

(46)

qzqs

D(oJ) = 1 --or

E

Serf (qz' qi, to) ~"(ql, qa) Gqaq(`o),

(47)

qxq*

a¢~ (1, 2, `o) = 6 4 ~ u ( - 1 , - 2 ) g~e~ 02o,)g ° (12,o) ( ~ l + x 0

×

,

(48)

(49)
The various quantities entering (45) to (49) are defined as follows:

go (i j to) =

(7o,+ x,)
t`o~_7o2_7:~'
~,

l

(50)

J:

d (ij `o) = U (L --i) go (ij to),

(51)

d(j`o) = 1 + 4 4 ~ d(qj`o),

(52)

q

C (1, 2, `o) = Co (1, 2, `o) + C~ (1, 2, `o) + C~ (1, 2, `o) + C~ (1, 2, `o), (53)
C; (1, 2, `o) = --4ac { [U (1, --1) N2 + U (2, --2) N1] + 2 [go (12,o) Nx
+ go (21`o) N~] × [U(1, --1)co~+ U(2, --2)`o 1
+ `o1~,2 (d (12o,) d -* (200) + d (21o0 d -~ (lo0))] },
(54)
C~(1, 2, `o) = 32A2cZ[go(12oJ)N~+ go (21`o)N2]
× { U ( 1 , - - 1)U(2, - - 2) + [ U ( 1 , - - 1)o.,3 + U(2, - - 2) to,]

x (d(12~)d -1 (2to) + d(21`o)d-I (I`o))),

(55)
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C~(12a,) = - - 128McaU(1, - - 1)U(2, - - 2) [go(12to)N~
+ go(2 lo0)N~]
× (d(12o0)d-~(2o0) + d(21o0)d-l(lo0)),

(56)

X(12w) = G~I)(12o0)G~(12o0)G¢~(12o~),

(57)

G~1'(12o0) = 1 -- 16Acff~]d(12o0)[~<l'(2o0)]-aG°~(o0)f tl'(12w),

(58)

Gt*~(12o0) : 1 - - 4~c(7o x + Xl)U(1, -- 1) [~t*~(2o0)]-lGx°~(o0)#1~(12o0), (59)
G ts> (12o0) = 1 - - 16;~c70~d(12o0) [.~ts> (2o0)]-1 G12ogtl> (12co),

(60)

~tl, (io0) = d(io0) + 1 6 A ~ ~ d(qio0)G°~(o0)f,x~ (qio0),

(61)

q

~ " (iw) = 1 + 4A ~ U(q, -- q) (~,q + xqlG °, (to) gtl) (qio0),

(621

q

~ta) (/to) = ~t2, (io0) + 16AUa~~ d(qio0)G°, (o0)gtl, (qio0),

(63)

q

~o~ - f t l , (ijo0) = (tn2 - - o0~
gt6)

o0~)

-- 4A ~q d(qfio),

(64)

(12o0) = gtS) (12o0) -- 16AVol~gtl) (2ha) [~ta) (lo0)]-x

× ~ d(qloJ)G°q (to)gt6)(lqo,,)

(65)

q

g~5~ (12o0) = g~4~ (12ta) - - 16ATa~g~x~ (12o0) [~<a~ (2to)]-I
× ~ . d(qEo0) G°2 (o0) g<4~ (qEo0),

(66)

q

g(~) (12o0) = g(a) (12w) - - 4Ag(11 (21o0) [.~(~)(lo0)] -1

× ~ U(q, -- q) (U% + xq) G°q (o0)gtS) (lqo0),

(67)

q

glal (12o0) = gt~ (12o0) -- 4~g ~1~(12oo) [AO~2~ (2o0)] -1

× ~ U(q, -- q) (7% + xq) G~,~(o0)gt~ (q2o,),

(68)

q

gt~ (12,o) = gtl~ (12oo) - - 16AVna*f t l ) (12o0) [~tl) (lo0)]

× ~ d(lqo0) G~I~ (o0)g,l> (lqo0),

(69)

q

and

gtl) (12o0) = 1 - - 1 6 A ~ f tx, (12o.,) [~tl,

(2o0)]-1

~ d(q2~) Gq°2 (to)
q

(70)
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In (43) the momentum conservation kz=--kl, k4=--k ~ and vice versa has been
used explicitly. Once again 8eft and /lef
t as given by (49) and (48) respectively are
the effective interactions arising from anharmonicity and the change in impurity
mass. The two-phonon bound states are to be determined by looking for the zeros
of D(~o) and D(~o), and for these to exist the respective effective interactions should
be positive. Again equations (43) and (44) reflect the same symmetrical structure
as noticed in (20) and (22).

4. Results and discussion

The solutions obtained in §3 will be used to calculate the two-phonon bound state
frequencies for perfect and imperfect crystals It should be kept in mind that for
the existence of a bound state, which should lie just above the two-phonon continuum, the effective interaction must be repulsive. In order to calculate these quantit es the simple Einstein oscillator model will be used for the host phonons. It has
been pointed out (Ruvalds 1976) that the existence of a bound state is facilitated
for those crystals for which the optic mode is dispersionless. From this point of
view the use of the Einstein oscillator model is expected to be a good approximation. Furthermore the simplic ty of this model helps in obtaining analytical results
for the rather complicated expressions for the Green's functions.
Thus for a perfect anharmonic crystal the two-phonon bound state frequency,
calculated from the zeros of (18) is given by
oJ = 270o [1 ~-~7 (°J0/~°0)2]l/n,

(71)

where o~0 is the Einstein oscillator frequency which represents the transverse optic
mode of the crystal,
7% = a, o (1-t-],7),

(72)

is the host phonon frequency which is renormalized because of the quartic anharmonic interaction and has attained a temperature-dependent shift, and

~=8

1 t°o No 8;

N O = cot h -fit°°
2

(73)

is the dimensionless temperature-dependent anharmonic interaction. It is worth
noting that a two-phonon bound state always exists above twice the renormalised
host frequency, so long as 17 > 0.
The analysis for the imperfect crystal will be carried through mainly using the
first approximate solutions obtained in §3.1. In doing so the existence of the twophonon bound states will be first examined and then the infrared absorption or
Raman scattering spectrum will be calculated. The solutions of §3.2 will be examined only to show how the two-phonon bound state frequency gets modified as a
result of the improved approximation.
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4.1

Calculation of two-phonon bound state frequencies in imperfect crystals

Equations (22), (26) and (33) show how the anharmonic interaction and the twophonon bound state get modified because of the presence of the impurity atoms.
For the anharmonicity-mediated bound state to exist the effective interaction ~eff (1, 2,
~o) given by (33) must be repulsive. This when evaluated in the Einstein oscillator
model gives
8eft (w) -- 2~ [Yl (co)Yz (c, to) -q- c4r 2 (1 + ~ ) ~Oo
~ y~ (c = 1, o~)l

y,(c,
where
and

[yx(o ) +

(74)

(1 + a s) ,Oo4]

Yx (to) = to~(oo~ -- 4~ff) -- 4r 9 (1 + A2)to~,

yz(c, ,o) = (1 -- Ac) (oJ2 -- 2G~) + 2(1 + A2C) (G~ -~- crcoo~),

(75)
(76)

For C = 0(1) which correspond to the limiting host crystals equation (74) reduces
to
2n
= N0'

which is always positive for ~o >~ 27a0 and z = 0 , the right side of (74) Js always positive for light mass (~<0) as well as heavy mass (1>)~>0) impurities, thus allowing for the existence of a two-phonon bound state. The bound state frequencies
obtained from (26) are given by
to2 =

z=2~#

I -4- 1 +

+ (2z (2z + ~)(1 + ~2)~°°447a'
+ 2n~ (1 + ~) ~]to])]x/~ 1 ,
where

~ = ~o
- ~ + ~/(1 - - X)o02.

(77)
(78)

It can be easily checked that equation (77) goes over to the perfect crystal result
(equation (71)) in the limit of A and • going to zero. However the presence of impurities which produce small changes in mass and force constant of the host, has the
effect of enhancing the bound state frequency as is evident from (77) and (78).
The foregoing discussion was mainly concerned with the effect of the impurity on
the anharmonicity mediated two-phonon bound state. On the other hand examination of (20), (21) and (36), shows that the effective interaction is essentially brought
about by the impurity. Hence the zeros of equation (21) will be the impuritymediated bound states suitably modified by the presence of the anharmonic interaction. The necessary condition for the existence of such impurity mediated bound
state is that the effective interaction ?teff(equation 36) should be repulsive. Equation (36) when analysed in the Einstein model gives
8M {~o~~
~ ~o-~(co2 - - 4 ~ ) Ya (c, co)
)~eff (to) -----~oo \ ~ o / Y~ (c, oJ) [yx(oJ) + 4 -r~ c 2 (1 -t- ?tz) to~] Y4 (c, to)'

(79)
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where Yl (to) and Y2 (c, co) are given by (75) and (76), and
Ya (c, oJ) = c to' (to~ -- 4 ~

(to2 __ a~) (to2 __ fl~)~q- ~ to20Yz (c, to)

x [Yt (to) + c 4 z 2 ~1 + )t~) to~],

(80)

Y4 (c, co) = to~ (to' - - 4 if'i) [Yz (co) -- ~ too (Y2 (c = 1, to) --Ys (c, to))]
- - ~ to~ 4 ~-~ (1 q- ~ ) %4(y 8 (c, to) - - c y z ( c ---- 1, co)).

(81)

It is interesting to analyse equation (79) for ~----0, in which case '~eff (to) will represent an effective interaction between two-phonons due to the impurities alone. In
this limit ~Oo=to 0 and (80) and (81) reduce respectively to

and

Ya (c, to) = cto 2 (oJ~ -- 4 to~) Yt (co),

(82)

Y4 (c, to) :

(83)

to' (to' -- 4 to~) Yl (¢o),

so that (79) becomes
8A'
to,co'(co ' -- 4oJ~)
%ff (to) = c - No Y2( c, ~) [Yz(to) -I" c24T'(I -i-- ,~')%~1'
For

(84)

co> 2~o0, ~eff (to) becomes repulsive only f
to2> 2a,~ [1 q- (1 -t- r ' (1 -t- a') (1 - - c~))1/'].

If the impurities are such that [ ;~ l,
~ o, then it
near the top of the two-phonon continuum. For
that Aeff vanishes. The presence of anharmonicity
interaction as given by (79).
The t w o - p h o n o n b o u n d state frequencies obtained
by

(

+

+ ,7) i +

(85)

follows from (85) that Aeff> 0
C----0, it is obvious from (84)
simply modifies this effective
from the zeros o f (21) are given

4- [I +

+4ff,42,7 (i + a)

+

1

(86)

In the absence of anharmonicity 07 = 0), fro = °Jo, U ---- COo.
hence (86) reduces to
to~ = 2too2 ( 1 ~ [(1 + ~t~) (1 q- "r~)]x/') -

(87)
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This is the frequency of the impurity-mediated two-phonon bound state. The
existence of such a bound state was predicted for the first time by Behera and Samsur
(1979). Independent of the nature of the impurities (i.e. whether light mass or heavy
mass) this bound state always exists, provided (85) is satisfied. It is further noteworthy that this frequency is different from twice the local mode frequency produced
by the impurities, which is given by (Behera and Tripathy 1974)

0,L = 0,o [ ( l - a ) (1+.~] 1/~,

(88)

Finally, the situation when there is no anharmonicity, and the defects are such
that these produce mainly a force constant change, is described by equation (23),
(25) and (30). In this case the effective interaction (reff) given by (30) becomes,

8r 2 0,~(1 + Az),
~e.(0,) = ~
y~(c, 0,) '

(89)

which is always positive for ~o ~ 2%, whatever be the nature of the force constant
change (i.e. both for softening and tightening) and for a ,~ 0. Again, the twophonon bound state frequencies obtained from the zeros of (25) are given by
t3]-----

1 -F-

+

(1 q-a~)] x/~ ,

(90)

which for a = 0, reduces to
0, 2 ----- 20,~ [1 + (1 q-- "r~)1/2].

(91)

From the structure of the Green's functions as given by equations (20), (22) and
(23) it is clear that all the three bound states given respectively by (86), (77) and
(90) will coexist. Thus the infrared absorption or Raman scattering spectra of imperfect anharmonic crystals will have a much richer structure than that of a perfect
anharmonic crystal as will be shown in §4.3.
4.2

Calculation of bound state frequencies from the improved solutions

It is clear from the foregoing analysis of the approximate solution, that the impurity-mediated bound state (equation (87)) results from the interaction of the two
phonons either with two impurities or repeated interaction with the same impurity,
because the frequency as well as the effective interaction depends on a s. However,
in obtaining the approximate solution, all terms proportional to ~t (and r) in (13)
and (14) are dropped. As a consequence some important results arising from single
impurity interactions such as the combination modes of that of a host and a local
(impurity) phonon do not appear in the analysis of §4.1. Besides it is not clear
whether the inclusion of the single impurity interactions will still preserve the impurity mediated two-phonon bound state. The purpose of analysing the improved
solutions of §3.2 is to find an answer to these questions.
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In the case of the improved solutions, the two-phonon bound state frequencies
are obtained from the zero of D (to) and D (to) given by (47) and (46) respectively. It
is obvious from (47) and (49) that in the limit of h ~ 0, (47) reduces to (18), thus
preserving the anharmonicity mediated two-phonon bound state. However, it is
not at all clear from (46) and (48) that the same is true for the impurity-mediated
bound state. In the Einstein model the condition for the bound state as given by
(46) together with (48) reduces to the form
1--4A2 gte, (00 to)

~°4
= 0,
to~-(to2--4~)

(92)

where g~6~(00to) when calculated from (65) to (70) becomes
gtt~ (00to) = d z ({)to) [.~m (0to)]-z [~gta~(0, to)]-~,

(93)

with d (0, to), ~{1}(0, tO) and ~ta~(0, to) representing the Einstein model values of
3 ~o) can be further written in the form
(52), (61) and (63) respectively. ~(0,

~'~ (o, to)= [~m (o,to)]-~[to~-(ff'o+toz)q[°~2-(~'o-°~z)~]
to~ (,o2_4~,~)

(94)

where toL=Z'0 ( l - - a ) z/2 is just the local mode frequency (equation (88)) for ~=0, with
too replaced by the renormalised frequency Too) of the impurities. Equation (92)
together with (93) and (94) becomes

(to2_2~'o]), [to2_(a;o+toL)q, [to,_(~o_O, D q ,
_ 4A= to2 ffao4(to2 4Ta~) (to2_2ff,]+agao~)2 .= o.

(95)

If one neglects repeated interactions with the impurities (a s =0) by the two phonons,
which are

and

o~ = x / ~ rot,

(96a)

¢o = ff-'o+ c°L,

(96b)

to = ~Oo - - o z .

(96c)

Apart from (96a), the other two solutions are readily recognized to be the combination mode frequencies of a host and a local phonon. In the absence of the a s
term these modes will still be there for the imperfect crystal, contained in G~2(to)
(equation 45) through (60). Thus the improved solutions remove the deficiencies
of the approximate solutions. Considering the other limiting case of neglecting
single impurity interactions (A=0) in (95), while preserving the repeated impurity
interactions (A2# 0) yields besides the combination of the two host phonon frequency
of 27_o0, the impurity-mediated bound state frequency
to~ = 2U~ [1 -[-(1-l-A2)x/s],
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which is the same as (87) for r -----0. This proves beyond doubt that the impuritymediated two-phonon bound state is preserved. The general solution of (95) will
only modify the above mentioned frequency. Since (95) is a fifth order polynomial
in co8, it is not possible to determine analytically the bound state frequencies. However one can look for approximate solutions around the maximum two phonon frequency 2coo, which becomes

`o~ ~ 4 ~oo~ +

A(8 + )~)2~o~

(97)

2 (As -- 44A -- 32)

For light mass impurities (A < 0), the bound state exists if either [ A I < 1 or [ A I ~" 1.
However for heavy mass impurities (0 < ?t < 1) no two-phonon bound state is possible according to (97). Thus, the two-phonon spectra of an imperfect anharmonic
crystal will in general show structure arising from host and impurity phonon combination modes as well as the bound states mediated by anharmonicity and impurity.
Because of the complexity of the improved solutions (equations (43) and (44)) the
calculation of the effective interactions and density of states will not be carried through
here, but will be given elsewhere (Samsur 1980).
4.3 Two-phonon density of states
The two-phonon infrared absorption and Raman scattering spectra are related to
the two-phonon density of states of the imperfect crystal, which is given by
-.>.

-.>.

pz(q, ,o) = -- Im ~ Gkxk2 (,o); q -----kz -- k x.

(98)

kx k~
For the imperfect crystal pg.(q, `o) can be evaluated either from the approximate
solution as given by (20) or from the improved solution given by (43). In order to
avoid lengthy and complicated algebra, in what fo lows on'y the former solution will
be used and the calculations will be carried through in the Einstein model. However, as pointed out in § 4.2, the use of the approximate solution will deprive the
calculated two-phonon density of states the structures arising from the combinations
of the impurity (local) and host mode frequencies. Besides use of the Einstein model
will correspond to the case of q ----0, which will indeed be a reflection of the optical
absorption spectrum. Before proceeding with the calculation of pz(O, ~o) for the
imperfect crystal, it is worthwhile to evaluate the same for the perfect crystal from
(17), which as can be easily calculated is given by

p~ (O, ,o) = -- No *(o~ -- 2,o0) + ( 4 ~ )4a'°N°
1/~

~ [ ` o - - ( 4 ~ + ~`o~)1/~)] (99)

The first term on the right side of (99) corresponds to the two-phonon combination
line of the harmonic host, whereas the second term gives rise to the line due to the
two-phonon bound state brought about by the anharmonic coupling ~7. However
the coefficient of the first term being negative, will correspond to an unphysical
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result, hence the infrared absorption or Raman scattering spectrum will show a
single peak at the two-phonon bound state frequency of ( 4 ~ + 7/`0~)l/~. In the
present model such a peak will exist for all values of the anharmonic coupling constant ~/ ~ 0. As ~/~ 0, the bound state frequency will tend to 2~o, and at ~ = 0,
equation (99) reduces to

(100)

o~(o, `0) = No ~(to - 2too),

corresponding to the perfect harmonic crystal result. These conclusions are in
agreement with those of Ruvalds and Zawadowski (1970).
For the imperfect anharmonic crystal, the two-phonon Green's function (equation
20) when evaluated in the Einstein model reduces to

6(00 ~ ~ 6/,,k ' (o~)
1

•r

4`00N0Y2(~°) [Y1(`0) + 4c2r'( 1 + At)too41
`02(`02 _ 47o~])(~2 _ a..O (~2 _ ,8.])

X [Yx(`0)_ --_ ~7`0~(y=(c = 1, oJ) -- yg.(c, to)]

(<o3. ,~) (`0~ _ #~)
x

[(,,,2 _ %~) (<o3 _/~) + 4c, X,~,]

(`0= _ ,~) (<o2- # 0

'

(lOl)

where Yl and Y2 are given by equations (75) and (76) and a~, fli (i = 1, 2, 3) are the
roots given by (86), (77) and (90) respectively. In evaluating (101) terms higher
order in anharmonicity and impurity parameters such as 7/A2(~-2) are dropped. In
order to be consistent, it is necessary to drop terms of the type ~TA(~') in the roots
(~t~,/33. With this approximation the two-phonon density of states for the imperfect
crystal as calculated from (101) becomes

p2(o, o~) = A0 ~(`0-2;Oo)+ag 8(`00
+ A t 3 [`0-- V 2 ( ~ 2 + ~ { ~//2+(1 +z2)(l + h 2) }1/2)t/2]

+ A2 ~ [`0-- V2(,~2+ ~ {1 + ~/2+~2(1+~,2) }1/2)1/2].

(102)

where ~, is given by (78) and in the low concentration limit the coefficients of the
various delta-functions are given by
Ao : (1 -- c 2) N°{(I+~712--cA)+(I+n/2+cT) (l+c2Al)-}" ~'2(1+A2)., (103a)

2(1+ ~I4) [~+~-2(1 +~2)]
A o = (1--e 2) 2 woNo{(l+~iZ--cA)--(l+~/Z+cr)(l+c2A2)},
A1 :

(103b)

cO No{ (1 + nl2--c~,)(n/4+ [(1 +A2)(1 +~.2)+ ~/211/z)+(1+ ~//2+c~-)(1 +c~h 2) }

a/'2.~(1+3/4~)+(~//2+(1 + Az)(1+ ~.2)]i/z)1/2[(1 + A2)(1+~.2)+ ~/2]a/z
× ['/+'~2+c%'2(1 +A2)]
[,7+a2+~-2(l+a2)]
P---6

(103c)
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and
A n = (1 -- c ~) N° ((1 + 7/2 -- ca) (7/4 + [1 + 7/2 + -rn (1 + A2)]1/2) +

V~ {(1 + t 7) + [1 + ,712 + ~ C1 + a~)]~/~)l/n
+ (1 + 7[2 + or) (I + cn An))- [7 + c n An (1 + An)]
x [1+7/2 +~'~ (1 + a*)]1/n [,7 + r : (1 + a:)]

(103d)

This is an interesting result and needs further analysis. It is straightforward to check
that in the limit of )t = 0 and ~- = 0 (i.e. for perfect crystals) A0 and A~ vanish and Ax
and Ag. add up to reproduce the second term of equation (99), thus resulting in a
single absorption peak at the two-phonon bound state frequency. However, for
an imperfect crystal all the four terms in (102) will exist. Out of these the first
term corresponds to the addition of two harmonic host frequencies (second harmonic), the second term gives the difference of two frequencies which is zero, the third
and fourth terms result respectively from bound states of two phonons produced by
the impurities and modified by the anharmonicity and vice versa. Thus the presence
of imperfections makes it possible to observe the spectrum due to the addition and
difference of harmonic frequencies which is impossible (see equation (99)) otherwise.
The coefficient A1 of the impurity mediated two-phonon bound state peak is proportional to the square of the concentration; and that of the anharmonicitymediated bound state to (1 -- c~). Thus the two-phonon spectrum of the imperfect
crystals will have a much richer structure as compared to that of the perfect crystal.
In the special cases (i) of ~7= 0 and ~-=0 and (in) 7-----0 and A=0, the two-phonon
density of states, which follow from (102) and (103) become
(i) 7/ = 0 ,

~-=0

p~(o. `o) -= (I - - C~.) --~No [(1-ca) + (l+c'AD] 8(,0--2,o 0) +
+ 2,0dro ( 1 - c ~) cA(l+ca) 8(,0D +
+ c2No [(I--ca) (l+A~) 1/2 -+- (I+c2A2)1

V'2 [1+ (l+a2)t/n] x/2 (l+A2) 1<2
× 8(,o--V' ~ ,oo(1+(I+A2))1/2],
(in) 7 = 0 ,

(104)

A=O
ol(O, `o) = (1 -- c ~) NO (2 + c~') 8(`o

2`oo)

- - 2,o o N"o ( 1 - - c a) c~" 8(,o 2) +

+.

c'~V0 [(1+,91/~+(1+c~)]

×

~v/2 [l+(l+'r~)t/a] 1/a (l+vS)l/z

x s [`o-V~ `oo(1+(1 +~)l/n)~/~],

(105)

Equations (104) and (105) give respectively p2(O, `0), for the cases when the imperfections are isotope defects and pure force constant changes. Further, the zero
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frequency mode disappears for defects which are either light mass impurities Qt<0)
or pure force constant tightenings (A>0). The relevance of these zero frequency
modes will be further discussed in the concluding section.
So far all the analysis had been carried out using the Einstein oscillator model
and as a result all the absorption peaks in (102) have zero width. However if one
assumes that the Einstein frequency too has an intrinsic width (i.e. at-~to0+ig', 9' ~ too),
then the 8-functions can be replaced by their respective Lorentzian representations)
so that the sharp peaks acquire widths. In such a case as can be seen from (102),
the two-phonon addition (2nd harmonic) peak will acquire a width of 29", i.e. twice
the single phonon width. Similarly, the impurity and anharmonicity mediated twophonon bound states will also acquire widths >~ 27. However, the absorption peak
at zero frequency which arises from the difference of two host phonons will have zero
width. Because of the simplicity of the host phonon spectrum (the optic band has
no width in Einstein model) the absorption line shapes in the present calculation
will be always symmetrical. Thus this model calculation cannot reproduce the
asymmetry of the observed two-phonon bound state line shape (Ruvalds and
Zawadowski 1970).
At this stage it is worth pointing out the criteria .by which the impurity-mediated
two-phonon bound state can be distinguished experimentally from that of the anharmonicity-mediated one. One of the signatures of the former is the dependence
of the strength of absorption on concentration: which goes as c 2 in contrast to that
of the latter which has a weak (1 - - c 2) dependence as mentioned in the discussion
following equation (103). The second distinguishing feature is the temperature
dependence of the bound state frequencies. As can be seen from equation (71), the
anharmonieity-mediated bound state frequency acquires a temperature dependence
through the anharmonicity parameter ~/(equation (73)). However, it is clear from
(87) that the impurity-mediated two-phonon bound state is independent of temperature.
The main resUlts of §§ 3 and 4 can now be summarised as follows: In § 3 the
solution to the equation of motion for the two-phonon Green's function is obtained
using two different approximation schemes. In the first approximation all terms
other than those directly relevant to the two-phonon bound state are dropped. However, in the improved solution these other terms are taken into account to see how
these modify the two-phonon excitations. § 4 is devoted to the simple Einstein
oscillator model analysis of the Green's functions obtained in § 3; whereas detailed
analysis is made for the first approximate solution of equation (20), the calculations
are confined only to evaluating the bound state frequencies for the improved solution
of equation (43). First of all the various effective interactions (equations (74) and
(79)) are shown to be positive for certain ranges of the anharmonicity (7) and
impurity (A, T) parameters as required for the existence of the two phonon-bound state
above the two-phonon continuum. Next the bound state frequencies are calculated, as
given in (77) and (86). In the limit of impurity parameters going to zero these results
reproduce that of the perfect host crystal. Finally the two-phonon density of states
is calculated both for the perfect and the imperfect solids. It was agreed that while
the density of states for the host crystals shows only one peak at the bound state
frequency that for the imperfect crystal has a lot of structure. The concentration
dependence of the strengths of absorption of the various two-phonon peaks are
analysed in detail. The effect of providing a width to the Einstein oscillator freP.--6a
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quency, on the absorption strength is discussed qualitatively. The different distinguishable features between the impurity and anharmonicity mediated two-phonon
bound states which can be exploited experimentally are suggested.

5. Conclusions

In this section an attempt is made to use the results of the present calculation to explain qualitatively certain features of the two-phonon infrared absorption and second
order Raman scattering data respectively of certain mixed crystals of Gal_ c Ale P
(Berndt and Kopylov 1978) and Get_ c Sic (Lannin 1977). In applying the results
of the present calculation to the analysis of the experimental data for the above mentioned systems, the Einstein oscillator frequency will be identified with the transverse
optic mode of these diatomic crystals. The fact that such an analysis yields meaningful results had been demonstrated by Behera and Tripathy (1974). In the ease of
Gal_ c Ale P the infrared absorption measurements showed three new peaks at 55,
81 and 108 meV. The strong absorption at 55 meV is identified with the onephonon absorption associated with the local mode of AI in GaP, which subsequently
develops into the transverse optic mode of AlP with increasing concentration. Similarly the 81 meV peak is identified as a combination band of AlP. However, the
absorption peak at 108 meV is close in energy to twice the transverse optic frequency
of AlP and is a good candidate for the impurity (A1 in Ga) mediated two-phonon
bound state. In order to estimate this frequency from the present theoretical model
it is worthwhile to point out that the transverse optic branch (W~o: 45.36 meV)
of GaP is almost dispersionless (Yarnell et al 1968) and hence the Einstein oscillator
model can be applied to this system with some success (Behera 1977). Thus assuming that the effect of anharmonicity is negligible compared to the perturbation caused
by A1 impurity (~ = --1.5834) in GaP, and neglecting the force constant change
if any (T = 0), the two-phonon bound state frequency estimated from equation (87)
turns out to be 108.73 meV. This is remarkably close to the experimentally observed
peak at 108 meV. However, considering the simplicity of the model this agreement
seems to be accidental, and one must not neglect the effect of force constant changes,
due to the substitution of A1 in GaP. This when estimated using (88) together with
the observed A1 local mode at 55 meV gives ~- = --0.4314 which when incorporated
in (87) raises the two-phonon bound state frequency to 111-85 meV, which is still
in qualitative agreement with the experimental result. On the other hand if this
mode is attributed to the anharmonicity-mediated bound state, then a straightforward estimate of the anharmonicity parameter ~7 from equation (71) yields for ~/
the value 0.5326 which is rather larger and unreasonable.
Similarly, the second order Raman spectra of Gel_ c Si c (Lannin 1977) show a lot
of structure particularly at low concentrations of Si, which appear above twice the
highest first order Raman frequency of pure Ge. Attempts were made to identify
the structure in the spectrum with overtones of the first order spectrum by comparing
it with twice the first order spectrum. However, a prominent peak at 680 cm -1
and some other minor structure could not be assigned by this comparison. It was
suggested that the observed structure may be a result of the presence of disorder.
But the appearance of the 680 cm -x peak at as low a concentration as 0.065 rules
out the possibility of its association with impurity clusters. Thus, it can be thought
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of as a two-phonon bound state. However, both theoretical (Maradudin 1971) and
experimental (Weinstein and Cardona 1973) studies of the two-phonon spectra in
pure Ge do not show any evidence in support of the anharmonicity mediated twophonon bound states. Hence the peak at 680 cm -1 observed in the second order
Raman spectra of Gex_ , Sic may be thought of as a candidate for impurity-mediated
two-phonon bound state. For Si impurities in Ge, the impurity parameter
A ---- --1.5846; and the electronic structure of Ge and Si being similar, the nearest
neighbour force constants may be assumed to be the same for the two (i.e. ~" ~-0).
Taking the value of O,ro for Ge to be 293 cm -x (Lannin 1977), the two-phonon bound
state frequency estimated from equation (87) turns out to be 702.44 cm -1 which compares well with the experimental value. Even the inclusion of the force constant
change -r ----- --0-26075 estimated from (88) using the Si local mode frequency of
405 cm -1, raises the frequency to 710 cm -1, which deviates from the experimental
value by about 4.4 ~o. This agreement with the experiment strongly supports the
proposal that the unassigned modes seen in the two-phonon spectra of Gal_c Ale P
and Ge~_c Sic systems are impurity-mediated two-phonon bound states.
Finally it is tempting to relate the zero frequency absorption peak discussed in
§ 4.3 with the central peak observed in ferroelectric crystals (Behera and Khare
1980) like SrTiO 3 as it undergoes the structural phase transition. It has beenpointed out by Halperin and Varma (1976) that the central peak is due to the defects
present in the system. Besides the structural phase transitions in these systems are
associated with strong anharmonicity which is responsible for the occurrence of
domain wall excitations (Krumhansl and Schrieffer 1975). To bring about the
connection between the zero frequency peak in the present calculation and that of
the observed central peak, it is necessary to visualise these domain walls as defects
causing changes in the nearest neighbour force constants. These aspects will be
investigated in detail in a future communication.
The main results of the present paper are summarized below. The problem of
two-phonon bound states in imperfect solids has been investigated. It is shown
that besides the anharmonicity mediated two-phonon bound states, it is possible to
have impurity mediated bound states. The two-phonon density of states for imperfect crystals is shown to have a richer structure. The presence of imperfections
(impurities or pure force constant changes arising from domain wall like features)
makes it possible to observe the two-phonon difference spectrum besides the bound
states. The two-phonon difference spectrum produces a zero frequencey peak.
Experimental evidence in support of the impurity mediated bound states is obtained
from an analysis of the spectra of mixed crystals of Gal_ c Ale P and Gel_ ~ Sic.
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